Dandyisms

By Leopold Brant
With illustrations by Toni Simon
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Zac Posen
my franchetti
spotted your
cashmere
elegance parades
across crowded
caramel bistros
eternally wild
smoke clears the air
and I walk into your
hazelnut gaze
“you’re pretty”
gosh,
those blushed cheeks
that Versace tie
and goatskin shoes
a lovely peck
my heart
goes dancing
in Swarovski
fountains
and I fall in
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Sweet Charity
My daddy asked me
to be at his banquet
I obliged. But oh
the sights of the Gotham
homeless, glistening with dirt
burned through my Prada
sunglasses. Those ragamuffin
kewpie dolls. A hipster
Les Miserables: AIDS
scabies, pox, stenches
If only my Chanel coat
could shield me from
all disease. I crawl into
the lavender limousine
where dad checks his stocks
A tinted glass boundary
but the poor pop through
like cocks at a European
glory hole: vulgar and
uncut. The peering in
I’m stuck. Dad never notices it
but they want to eat us alive
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I Spy
Matthew Barney postures
towards the browned boy
with a brown cardigan
très chic
Some cute pauper
climbing the golden ladder
of fame tonight and
curling up with its
soft fireplaces and exfoliating
loofas
An old fag
reverse shop lifts
a delicious but
unwashed fruit
I just love the free market
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Rust and Blue
The purity of Rothko is beginning
to take over our living room
even the Mexicans who installed it
are in awe
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Periwinkle Perrier
Little Oscar
hangs off
the chandelier
Hayley Duff
called again
I loathe being
pursued
The light from the
window casts shadows
on mother’s brow
“Draw the shades”
My childhood was spent
pouring her orange juice
instead of eating my own
breakfast. I guess you could
say that I was anorexic. But
I think I was just discriminate
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Frail Fun
Paper magazine caviar, bathed
in lamé dresses by Bob Mackie
those gorgeous velvety purples
he chews and pecks me, makes
me obsessed, makes me
unnerved, and want to cream
I’m unwell with lust, feverish
he took me to La Grenouille
and I made a fool of myself
falling over and lisping, and
gasping, and cooing, and
aching and sweating and
then, on top of it all,
“You’re a Queen,”
he whispers
My ears burn
my poise breaks
but my heart is full
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The Stone Paintings of 1922
For a fair price, anything
can be ours
Mom wanted it in the bathroom
there were Tribal Authorities involved but
mom got her way and now shamanic
totems watch us pee
Lately, she’s been thinking of
placing a Cindy Sherman
beside it. It’s far too solemn
on its own
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So Over Them
I simply hate co-chairing the
Montauk Arts Festival with
Melissa Rivers
Reality television
stars bore me
half to death
Keeping my distance
from the festivities
I stand on five inch
heels
Elevated above the
poor like Wilde’s
Happy Prince
Only I would never
give away my
sparkling rubies
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4’33”
Why is it that people
who like John Cage
can never really
shut up and be
silent
about him?
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Eclipsed Mother
It was an Andyversary
at the Warhol Museum
and she was to be the design
and symbol of the Warhol
Enterprise
But after declining 2010 figures,
a near divorce: dad got a new
acquisition: Lulu,
his very personal
secretary
Ours is the highest-rated
club, with trustees, mostly
eccentric. Our Bridgehampton
fortune is due to arrive in December
and daddy gets richer every
second. But money can’t touch
a woman who is no longer
touched by a
man
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Zac Posen
you are my city
the thanksgiving ball
kissed your bracelets
the dawn fell
advil, tylenol
call me a cab
cedarwood breeze
my wrist limping
scarlet fountains
gourmet candles
coconut perfumes
torn couture garments
you don’t even remember my
face
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Lana Del Ray Has Collapsed
Her costumes consume
my vision, whilst
others fail to qualify
that singer’s
worldly ambitions
Ray itself like rey
like del ray
She is fantasy’s remake of itself
She pops and cathects to
marginal vicissitudes
with all their
glittery profundity
She teeters on the edge
of hedonistic epiphany
She smothers herself in
cocaine laced minorities
Ray itself like rey
like del ray
She is
Carolee Schneemann
times a million
For no one is queer…
Not compared to
del ray
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I Love…
bad diamonds
bourbons
bold fountains
musings
tangerines
you . . . you
more than carousels
I love you
the bottom of the year
the ballet
the milestone lights
limos, figs
you . . . you
more than beach bingo
I love you
jetlagged partying
supporting the arts
wearing masks with Miley
bidazzled jellyfish
you . . . you
more than tennis
I love you
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Sporting Goods
Last winter in our 9,800-square-foot
Peabody-Award winning cabin
I skied with several of Daddy’s friends
they kept hitting on his personal assistant
but were mortified when I eagerly
disrobed and joined them in the Sauna
I guess, my laser smooth bleached skin
Is perhaps not to everyone’s
Liking
But to see all those
Fioravanti suits on the floor
was a dream come true
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The King
visiting Koons
in Southampton
my mecca
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Surreal
a cloud drifts
window shopping
satin chauffeurs
an auburn leaf with
yellow trimmings
central park
glove in glove
triple expressos
a gentle smile
your mom thinks
we’re handsome
together
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Grey Rooms
ArtForum speaks me, while
trash tumbles out my
Chelsea window. I smoke
lengthily, clasping my Tibaldi
pen. And examining all the
trends
Clear frames weren’t in this season
doomed agents of networks, passé
spiral jetties with cocktailed Badiou
a game, where nobody wins, and
daddy runs the whole joint
Joan lost her site-specificity after
biennialing with bankers
imbued with a gloss of swishy quotation
glued to the zeitgeist’s central fringes
it’s familiarly unfamiliar torn beginnings
Poor darling, perhaps she will regain
composure after her residence at Berkeley
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Alex Markowsky
Alex invited me over after we met at his infamous salon
“Wojnarowicz is alienation,” he’d say after we fucked
Then we’d go to Tiffany’s and he’d watch me try on lady’s hats
I’d get my brows done while we’d eat croissants from Maison Keyser
“How would you describe your sentiments towards me?”
I struggle to find the right words
After all
How can one fully convey one’s gratitude towards the man who
Brought cliquishness and thinspiration back into poetry
I mean, for Gods sake,
What was there before Alex came to poetry?
Had anything even happened since the New York School?
“Only a bit of Leftist machismo” says Alex with a smirk
“But don’t worry…” he reassures me,
“The patriarchal left is dead now. I killed it”
The grandee decaf arrives and he takes a sip
We leaf through the Wojnarowicz catalogue
Downtown looks like a beat-up and dirty parody
Of itself, a wretched inferno of queer disease
Alex is right—this is the epitome of alienation
But we have to admit, looking at his artworks
Makes us feel truly wonderful
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Gaga’s Ghost
One day I will also catapult
into the She-Trauma and
all men will adore me. and
dad will finally understand the
decadent art of my
body image disorder
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October
I hate my dad’s protégé
Mitchell, he’s been studying
at European Graduate School
What an empty puppet for
father figures like
Rosalind Krauss
Studiously rehearsing his
presence, to make the boys
swoon at his ‘signature’ style
Sometimes I wish I could brutally
deform young, attractive
queer-identified artists
Then they’d really know
what it means to be queer
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Variation’s Vacation
Biscotti jewels
in twinkling song
pave a path for pain
Dad strolled me
thru cafés, while
brushing up
my negligee
and nibbling on
my peppermint
lobe
Let’s play a forgetting game
where there were no kisses
and there was no shame, just
a lovely bite to eat, out with
dad on Paris streets
There was no crime and there
was no love, father was busy
father was…
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Ecstasy Brunch
I and Dolce and Gabbana
predicted the death of the
mohawk. little dresses stick
at the GLAAD parade
The fun percent show off
all their family jewels
so sure they are being new
I long to join in the festivities
but making daddy proud of
my transgressions is hard
he collects Warhol, after all
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Surprise
I never thought
I’d live to see
Michelle Violy
At a CVS
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Sherrie Levine
I had the very worst day ever today
First my father bought Sherrie Levine a car
after she spent all day re-photographing
my old Vogue magazines, being so utterly dull
and endlessly checking her phone
To make things worse, at dinner, our guest, Claire Bishop, went on and on, informing him
of the latest trends amongst boring academics. She’s the new star and all eyes are always on
her.
“Art can’t have artifacts. Yet we have still been unable to comprehend the virtually imposed
limitations of the museum’s relation to the ephemeral. A consuming, seductive, investigation
of JPEGs has yet to be carried out by art stars like Marina Abramovic, and the Whitney is far
from embracing ‘new media art,’ with the special exception being Corey Arcangel, who
purchases old game systems in order to examine ‘user generated moments,’ and establish a
new history of boredom-inducing, optimistic slacker art. This hardly constitutes an
interesting avant-garde but only represents, via pixilated tapestries, the limited impulses of a
certain subculture of gamers. In order to truly queer this practice, we must turn again to
Ryan McNamara, whose subversive use of performance evokes a new aura, dressed in
homosexual vernacular, that should be the forefront of all anti-dogmatic artistic practices
today.”
My stomach turns. I’m high on Vicodin with a bunch of a boring, stuck up aliens. Was it Hal
Foster who then came over for drinks, and started to tell me, personally, that
“Information technologies are not merely reinforcing regimes of democratic dissemination
via the Internet. Rather, sites like Goldmsith’s UbuWeb make Hans Haacke’s institutional
critiques look like tedious antiques. This is a new Internet, with an unprecedented brilliance.
Rather than adding to information technologies, he has transformed information via
language systems (repurposing psychoanalytic theories of ‘the tomb’) in order to overcome
trauma and sublimate our queer rage. The uncreative practices he has invented may be newer
than Rosalind Krauss’s cell phone but they hold a timeless wisdom. Goldsmith has used
Duchamp (channeled through Warhol) in order to produce a super archive, a non-Google, a
deauthored, editing software that allows texts to be as mutable as predigital art tools, like
colors in a squeeze tube or clay in the hand. This new uncreative form allows for a
ideologically aware Internet of denied, queer, formats: a digital art freed from the
Tumblr/Mac regime of inevitable obsolescence. Goldsmith’s Internet is a feminist universe,
where women are in charge with gay men as their paid assistants. iTunes may have
inaugurated this new acoustic materiality via its chic presentation of raw data in the strange
mask of the mp3 but Goldsmith has revolutionized our digital prospects by scrutinizing the
dominant culture of obsolescence and privileging a hoarder mentality that has
simultaneously effaced the traditional collector’s power while at the same time producing a
new and improved, via irony, digital collector.”
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I stared into oblivion and the maid brought in the Eggcream Soufflé.
At this point, I stormed into my room and shut the door. Masturbating to saucy frat boys
always cheers me up.
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Bullying
Children point at
Michelle Violy
studded and bolted
in Alexander McQueen
a fierce heroine for
all of New York’s
misunderstood spastics
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RE: Zac Posen
nostalgic glitter fell
nineties night
we realized in the dark
nothing is right
him
inside me
rainbow
corsets us
together
forgetting you is social
forgetting you is disco
forgetting you is impossible
I always find you again in a cake
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The Pink Civilization
“Charity would be more fun
if poor people would only
wear more perfume!”
-- Oscar Wilde
Julissa, my orphaned secretary
looks ravishing. Occupy is vogue's
christmas gift to the poor
I guess they are kind of boho
in an uninformed kind of way
well, that one busty blondie
is quite ‘hot.’ Are all poor people
artists and musicians? RENT has
been truly inspirational…
But let’s be honest
the boardmen
at bergdorfs
are superheroes
And, for gods sake,
the smell on Wall Street
has never been worse
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Derek’s New GF
Drooling on my plush scarf
your girl-loving eyes roam
again. I hate you
Don’t you understand
how strictly I need
you, like caffeine, and
cocaine, and cash. I need
to have you, always
But they don’t
carry those clitoral
pearls at Barneys
and I can’t make
my face couture
Botox might fatten
my lips but they’ll
never be as innocent
as hers
How long will
you regift me?
Can’t we go dancing at 8
you’ll lead, ecstatic reveries
cloud my ability
to read Wharton right now
and I’m feeling a bit seasick, Michelle
Violy, if you’re listening
give me the gift of fresh sushi
I am heartbroken
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Valentine to a CEO
Forgive my distracted
countenance but
I spotted the mister
whose ritzy mask
haunts the Polo game
I will seize him and
then …………..
he will seize
me
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Moonlit Regret
Tonight
my fabergé hands
dip into the hamptons
and paris. They burn so
as they swig back
six silk milks and
one deliciously aged
Pierpaolo
Not a tree but a
Starbucks butterfly
red, hot and waxy
I fall into the embrace
of the social network
that adores me
Then sadly linger on the men
who’ll never click my page
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Hash-Tagging the Third World
An excess of swan
and leopard will
become you, learn
to dress rococo and
snap back to being me
Together, we can upgrade you
to at least the 1980s
high platinum Reagan
luxurious Cindy Sherman
Trickling down
caviar
and
coffee
and
Out magazine
Just accept the mysterious
Gucci sensibility
as your lord and savior
Then be forever washéd
in a world of
glorious napping
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The Painter
Michelle Violy in her studio
flitting desperately to have her
abstract efforts come together
Poor girl
Doesn’t she know my daddy would
make a mangled psychotic bum
painting with his own feces
into the next Fred Wilson
if I told him to
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RE: ZAC POSEN
he left me hanging with
Kusama’s dots at SAKS
twice last week
forgetting you is social
forgetting you is disco
forgetting you is impossible
under a tree branch a
boy glares at my purse
ugh …
aloneness is always better served
with bourbon, on the rocks
shaken
and never stirred
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Letter to My Baby Brother
Dearest Cornelius,
Mom is a lost cause
don’t waste your time
like I did, Go straight for
dad, his heart and his will
his brain and his bills –
he has so much to give and share
he just needs you to always be there
he just wants you to sit on his lap
then at his side, then on his board
then in his chair, just be a man
and surely he’ll care
Your hairs curled and blonde
your cheeks fair and plump
your heart strong and firm
I’m sure you have the chance I never had
to be more than just dad’s yacht
more than just dad’s whore
more than just dad’s artwork
not just his little girl
Be indispensable to him
be his sky
And don’t ever worry about
your older brother Brant
the kindness of strangers
always gets me by and
though I’ll never be
loved by men, at least
I’ll show them a good time
Love
Leopold
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Author’s Bio
Leopold Brant is a budding fashion designer, whose talents have been profiled in Interview
Magazine, Art in America, and Modern Magazine. He will be the first in-house fashion
designer for the Andy Warhol Museum in 2015. His recent salon series, 'White,' has hosted
such luminaries as John Ashbery, Harold Bloom, David Joselitt, Adam Fitzgerald, and James
Franco. His first chapbook The Dandyisms of Leopold Brant, will be released by 'Marc by
Marc Books' with a simultaneous 'bootleg' edition appearing on Gauss PDF. His reading at
the historic St. Mark’s Church in New York can be watched online at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TcllszqU6iQ. Ryan McNamara placed 'Dandyisms' in
his Top 10 Things of 2013 in Next Magazine, praising the book for being "so epically
performative, maybe the most performative thing ever to be put to paper. Challenges every
institution and yet is also so sweet and heartfelt. I only can hope more poetry will come out
that references this much everyday queer experience from Lana Del Ray to Masion Keyser!"
The New York Times recently dubbed him and his brother Haierie, "the new princes of
New York," and in Artforum, Christopher Glazek has praised their style for being the "most
beautiful contemporary incarnation of queer melancholia...a radically feminist post-Internet
stab in patriarchal authority's back." In 2016, he will be launching a new effort, in
conjunctions with the True Colors charity organization, that will award the 'John Ashbery's
couch award' to twelve creative homeless queer youth every year. This award gives poets the
chance to sit on Ashbery's couch, and to study his every move and take notes! John, himself,
will pick the poet he likes the best and blurb their first book, which True Colors will publish
vis-a-vis their poetry tumblr poetrybytrucecolors.tumblr.com. He will also be debuting a new
line of his signature Frank O'Hara yachts at the Frank O'Hara Fire Island Reading Group
this summer.
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